Free Record Photos Scheduled This Week

All seniors who failed to have their photograph taken for the 1940 Record may do so Wednesday or Friday of this week at the Fawcett Studio on the top floor of the Franklin Society Building, 2443 Woodland Ave., between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. Although the Record's photography contract with Fawcett Studios has expired, the three day extension period was granted by the Studio in order that each senior would have one final chance to have his picture included in the yearbook, announced John Dugan, Record editor.

Blake cites Danger of Fighting Communism With Americanism

"One of the dangers that Christianity is facing today is that it is using the philosophy of American nationalism in its fight against Communism," said Dr. Eugene C. Blake, president of the National Council of Churches, in his address to students at the University Museum yesterday.

"I feel it is the blood of Christ that should cleanse the world, and not the spirit of American nationalism which is killing the red blood of the Christina Revolution," Dr. Blake added.

French Action on Algerian Question Called Expression of National Policy

Zeckendorf to Deliver Lecture On Real Estate, City Planning

V. K. Krishna Menon, chief Indian delegate to the United Nations, last night defended France's walkout from the UN as necessary to show its disagreement with the UN's action on Algeria.

Preregistration starts Friday for students who will begin tomorrow and continue until Sunday for those who wish to preregister. Students will not be permitted to preregister 1st week.

Dr. Eugene C. Blake

Dr. Eugene C. Blake, president of the National Council of Churches, who is a member of the central committee of the World Council of Churches and the highest permanent officer of the Presbyterian Church, was in Philadelphia yesterday to address a group of students at the University Museum.

Dr. Blake is president of the National Council of Churches, a member of the governing board of the World Council of Churches, and the highest permanent officer of the Presbyterian Church, stated Dr. Blake in his address.

Large Audience Hears Performance of Monteverdi's Opera

Five Educators To Receive Degrees on Founder's Day

The program, under the captaincy of Earl Gumn, believing Clorinda (Kathryn Bloom, Tai andra) to be a male warrior, wishes to prove her to be a lady. The orchestra, as its challenging words are pronounced, reinforces their effect with appropriate accompanying music.
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The effect of radiation is cumulative. It results from the survival of a cell in the irradiated...tion of damaging radiation...and the total effect of the radiation is cumulative. A slight criticism on the musical is in the...
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"The King and I" was charged..."suffering a moral breakdown. He...

were two: the first act runs two hours and a half. One could not help but be charmed by the singing of the original cast, in the same lead role. Particularly inspiring in her performance was Christine Mathews (Tuptim), Norma...the King to return. Yul Brenner, who played the King in the film, said he had informed the producers that he was not available for the role. He added, however, that he would probably be willing to do the role...permissions of the species. II...would be not to increase the radiations activity to be given.
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North American Missile and Control Department Representatives Will Be Here Dec. 8

You'll learn first hand about the advantages and opportunities in choosing a career with a future at North American. Here engineers and scientists are now discovering new exciting fields in frontier research.

MISSILE AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENTS • NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA

ENGINEERS, SCIENTISTS, PHYSICISTS, MATHEMATICIANS
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WIN $500.00 or more by correctly solving this BONZANAGRAM FROM THE DAILY NEWS.

The puzzle appearing today may be used, but subsequent puzzles can be obtained in the PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS. It's your chance to win $500.00 or more. SEND IN AS MANY ENTRIES AS YOU PLEASE.

RULES
Solve the BONZANAGRAM by filling in all the missing letters indicated by underlines in the message. Use clues from the message itself and from the story accompanying it.

If there is no winner to Puzzle No. 1, the $500 weekly prize will be added to this week’s prize money.

Send your solution to: THE DAILY NEWS, P.O. Box 271, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105. No answer or entry will be acknowledged, and all entries do not become the property of the syndicate. The winning entry will be announced the following week. The decision of the judges is final. Entry must be postmarked by Monday, December 5, 1955. Send entries to: THE DAILY NEWS, P.O. Box 271, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.